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ABSTRACT
Transition to coolant of supercritical parameters allows for principle engineering-andeconomic characteristics of light-water nuclear power reactors to be substantially enhanced.
Russian experience in development of channel-type reactors with supercritical water
coolant has demonstrated advantages and practical feasibility of such reactors.
1

INTRODUCTION

Power units with supercritical pressure presently constitute the basis of heat generation
in advanced countries in the world.
Commercial introduction of steam with supercritical pressure (SCP) was started in
USSR in 1963 when a power unit of 300 MW capacity operating with the use of boiler oil
was put into operation. Twelve power units were already in operation by 1965, 135 units of
300 MW and 9 power units of 500-800 MW capacitie were in operation in 1975. The share of
SCP power units in power production made 55%. In 1997, 230 SCP units were in operation in
Russia and the CIS, including those making use of coal fuel.
New highly efficient power units of a unit power up to 1100 MW using dust-and-coal
fuel are under construction in Europe and Japan. The (net) efficiency of one power unit
having steam parameters of 25 MPa, 540-560oC and one commercial superheating makes 4344%.
It can be assumed that nuclear power production following the heat power production
will go by way of increasing steam parameters. The once-through flow reactors (both thermal
and fast) based on SCP and NPP single-circuit schematic diagrams will allow for separators,
steam-generators, a series of powerful circulation pumps in VVER-type circuits to be
excluded. This will significantly simplify the facility, reduce flow-rate through the reactor
sharply (by 7 to 8 times) and, consequently, the power for coolant pumping.
The possibility of using serial equipment already optimized and well mastered at fossil
fuel power plants for parameters of 25 MPa and initial temperature from 500 to 580 oC that
reduces cost of designs, R&D etc. is a substantial advantage.
Thermal efficiency rises up to 44% instead of 30-33% as compared to VVER and
boiling reactors.
Identity in thermal flow-charts of NPPs based on thermal and fast reactors, about the
same temperature conditions and other parameters are able to make the structure of the future
thermal nuclear power sufficiently uniform, that should lead to substantial financial economy.
All power facilities (both thermal and nuclear) will have, in this case, rather similar schematic
diagrams and will be using single-type equipment.
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The first NPP design with water coolant of supercritical pressure was worked out in
USSR in nineties (1970-1973) [1,2].
Systematic works in developing supercritical power reactors are presently underway in
many research centers over the world [3,4].
Significant increase in coolant parameters, enlarged width of vessel walls and massive
elements of the main reactor vessel joint, the need for sufficiently “fine” control of coolant
flow-rate through individual fuel assemblies and other features are deemed to be most
probable to significantly hamper the possibility of realizing supercritical parameters of steam
in vessel-type reactors. The channel-type reactors are obviously more suitable for the above
purpose.
2

NUCLEAR POWER UNIT WITH CHANNEL-TYPE URANIUM-GRAPHITE
REACTOR AND WATER SUPERCRITICAL PARAMETERS (SCLWR)

It was perhaps the first time in the world when a design of an NPP nuclear power unit
for SCP having once-through flow cooling of the core, with output parameters of 24,5 MPa
for pressure and 545 oC for temperature was worked out by FSUE Research and Development
Institute of Power Engineering named after N.A.Dollezhal in Russia in 1970-1972. The NPP
total (net) power was 800 MW e with necessary steam extraction for feed pump drive
turbines. The net efficiency was 44% [1].
At the stage of the reactor elaboration its thermal power was determined proceeding
from conditions of its operation with two turbines of K-500-240 type each of 500 MW power.
The heat-generation flow-chart of a power unit (Fig.1) is one-through flow with steam
intermediate superheating in a remote commercial steam superheater.

Figure.1 Principle heat generation schematic diagram of NPP with supercritical
parameters of coolant
1 - reactor; 2 - heating channel; 3 – channel of first superheating; 4 – channel of
second superheating; 5 – deaerator; 6 – start-up separator; 7 – intermediate steam
superheater; 8 – mixer; 9 – turbine-driven set; 10 – condenser; 11 – condensate pump;
12 - condensate cleaning; 13 – low-pressure regenerative heater; 14 – feed turbopump; 15 – start-up electric pumps; 16 – high-pressure regenerative heater
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All the reactor channels are subdivided into three groups by their designation. The first
group involves heating channels (HC) in which feed water fed to the reactor evaporates
completely, steam is heated up to 400 oC and then is supplied to the group of channels of the
first superheating (1SHC) wherein it is superheated up to the temperature of 560 oC. The
superheated steam from these channels comes to the turbine commercial superheater where
the steam worked out in the turbine high-pressure cylinder (HPC) is superheated on account
of the reactor coolant heat. The steam superheated in commercial superheater comes to the
turbine HPC while the coolant cooled down is fed to channels of the second superheating
(2SHC). After these channels, the steam superheated up to 540 oC is sent to the turbine HPC.
A mixer supplied with feed water at a required flow rate is installed upstream of the group of
the second superheating. The presence of a mixer allows equalizing distribution of the
increment in heat content over channels of the first and the second superheating and providing
temperature control for superheated steam at the outlet of superheating channels. Under
conditions of supercritical parameters with complete evaporation of feed water in heating
channels, a circulation circuit with steam separators and circulation pumps are no more
needed that simplifies the flow-chart and substantially reduces specific amount of metal per
facility.
A channel-type water-graphite reactor with tube-type fuel elements was considered in
the capacity of a reactor with supercritical parameters of steam. The choice of the reactor type
was substantiated by the experience acquired by that time from operation of the Beloyarskaya
NPP reactors having similar design where in-core steam superheating had been successfully
realized. Application of tube-type fuel elements in a single-circuit installation with a oncethrough flow-chart prevents ingress of fuel fission products to coolant and, consequently, to
the turbine facility even if hermetic sealing of a fuel element cladding fails. In a channel-type
reactor, it is relatively easy to organize a group of channels having identical (within the limits
of existing allowances) parameters of coolant.
Efficiency of a facility having the above-mentioned steam parameters makes 43-44%.
From the design point of view, actual implementation of the reactor was similar to the
design of the Beloyarskaya NPP reactors. In spite of significantly higher power, dimensions
of the core and overall dimensions of the reactor exceeded those same dimensions of the
Beloyarskaya NPP reactors insignificantly. The graphite stack was 7.5 m high, 11.5 m in dia.
The core dimensions made 6 m over the height and 10.2 m in dia.
One thousand and twenty two channels (for fuel assemblies) 110 mm in dia are installed
in the core with a lattice pitch of 300 mm. Each channel is charged with 8 fuel elements (4
descending and 4 ascending).
The heating channels are arranged in the core center. The channels of the second
superheating are placed around them in a circle-wise manner, the channels of the first
superheating are installed in the core periphery.
Arrangement of equipment of a single-circuit reactor installation having a once-through
flow-chart with steam supercritical parameters is more simple vs. arrangement of facilities,
having conventional high parameters of a boiling coolant, primarily on account of steam
drum-separators and circulation pumps excluded form the schematic diagram.
3

THE CHANNEL-TYPE URANIUM-WATER FAST REACTOR WITH A
ONCE-THROUGH FLOW OF SUPERCRITICAL WATER (SCFR)

The reactor under development is close, from the design point of view, to uraniumgraphite channel-type power reactors although with substantially altered core internals:
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graphite is replaced with gaseous medium, zirconium in channels tubes and
fuel element cladding is changed for steel. This solution enables to increase the burn-up
depth up to 10% and higher that will improve the fuel cycle economics along with
increasing the facility efficiency;
the major design units of channel-type reactor and the facility for plutonium
production are kept unchanged;
the reactor is able to operate in the mode of continuous reloading without large
excess reactivity.
In the reactor under consideration, it is easy for the neutron leak to be substantially
increased if, for example, steel channels of 88 mm dia (4 mm thick) located over a square
lattice with a large pitch of 220 mm are used. In the channels, 36 (or 18, the core diameter
will then decrease) 3.5 m long fuel elements placed into steel claddings of 12.8 mm dia (0.5
mm thick), with plutonium dioxide fuel (or MOX fuel) pellets of 11,5 mm dia and permissible
density up to 8-10 g/cm3 can be used. The fuel elements are cooled by a straight-flow of
supercritical water at an average density of 0.1 g/cm3, inlet/outlet temperature of 400-550 oC,
pressure of 25 MPa, maximum temperature of fuel element cladding of 650 oC and the
thermal cycle efficiency of 43% (or higher, up to 48%).
Some (25%) channels have steel casings of 88 mm dia (3 mm thick), are filled with
water (0.8 g/cm3) and used for CPS and other purposes (placing detectors, isotope activation).
There are 28535 fuel elements, 1585 fuel assemblies, 528 CPS cells, all in all 2114 cells
arranged in the reactor; the core diameter is equal to 11.4 m, the height is 3.5 m. The facility
electric power is 1.2 GW, thermal power makes 2.8 GW, efficiency = 43%.
It should be noted that the steel of channel tubes and fuel elements can be replaced with
“double carbon” (graphite threads in graphite matrix) on confirming its radiation resistance.
The fuel rod and fuel elements assembly are shown in Fig. 2,3 a general view of the
reactor and facility design in Fig.4, 5.

Figure.2 Fuel rod (Dimensions are in "mm")
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Figure 3. Fuel elements assembly (Dimensions are in "mm")

Figure 4. General view of the reactor design. (Dimensions are in "m").
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Figure 5. General view of the facility design
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CONCLUSION
•
Transition to supercritical parameters of light-water coolant is a prospective
tendency in nuclear power development.
•
Transition to supercritical parameters of coolant in channel-type nuclear power
reactors can be realized in a more optimal manner vs. vessel-type reactors. This refers to
both SCLWR and SCFR.
•
International cooperation plays an important role in the area of supercritical
reactor development and implementation.
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